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to
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CutExpert® HVAC is the most appropriate software for those 
who realizes aeraulics, aspiration and thermal insulation 
systems.
Over the past years, the technology has grown considerably, 
in fact, we have gone from tracing the shapes by hand to 
development of entire systems in few simple steps, 
significantly reducing execution times.
Our automatic development module is the result of more than 30 
years experience, acquired in the field, in close collaboration with 
operator specialized on HVAC sector, drawing from them the useful 
tricks to make the application fast and effective.
Eurosoft, both with continues growth and optimal investment 
strategies, was able to identifying customers needs and the 
innovations to focus on, in order to improve the work quality and 
reduce production times.
CutExpert® HVAC suite allows, in a few simple steps, to realized 
every parts of a system, overcoming the difficulties that can be found 
and the errors that can be incurred using a traditional 3D. In fact, our 
software, based on variational parametric, allows, by entering only a 
few parameters, to see immediately every modification on 3D model, 
updating the view and the relative 2D drawing.
CutExpert® HVAC contains a library with over 180 parametric parts, that 
allow you to create any type of aeraulics, aspiration and thermal insulation 
systems.
The flexibility and the total customization of the parametric parts, integrated 
as a supply in the suite CutExpert® HVAC allows to use the widest graphic 
package on the market.
The continuous study of new technologies allows us to create customized 
parts in a very short time.
The simplicity of the software makes possible a perfect customization of the 
part through the insertion of a few parameters, that can be configured directly 
by the user in a very easy way.
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To each their own

Aeraulics

Thermal insulation
Aspiration

CutExpert® HVAC adapts to every necessity and 
automatically guarantees perfect results.

POWERFUL FUNCTIONALITIES
Thanks to the wide range of solutions, CutExpert® HVAC 
assures full control and the maximum flexibility of use.

EXTRAORDINARY PERFORMANCE
The unique and extremely surprising performances 
are based on innovations and technologies that fulfill 
operators real needs.



SIMPLICITY
of use
Thanks to CutExpert® HVAC l the cutting technique 
becomes within reach of everyone who aims at the 
perfection of the final product, in whatever system it 
is aeraulics, aspiration or thermal insulation.
The software, from its improved design and even 
more intuitive, uses a cad and a cam, that are 
perfectly integrated achieving the best precision and 
optimization of spaces.

With only three steps 
we are able to cut a new job

SEAMS
automatic

The in-depth knowledge on the topic, gained 
with a lot of years of direct experience in 
HVAC sectors, allowed Eurosoft to include 
in the software the option to configure and 
automatically use every longitudinal or 
transverse seams, according to permitting the 
operator a considerable saving of a time 
and with no margin of error.



Insertion
A catalog of over 180 parametric 
parts
Once chosen the subject from standard or 
customized catalog, keep all the configuration 
parameters under control with the window 
modify. You can vary the size, type of seam to 
apply and material to use.
Thanks to 3D visualization you can have the 
view of the final item in real time, in order to 
judge the result.
Setting only one part can be create different 
output for every machine and for every 
different kind of work (cutting, flange, 
insulation).
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Optimization
Integrated CAM 
Either if it is a straight or a bevel cut, with tool 
drilling, CutExpert LITE is able to get the best 
result in extremely short times, without user 
intervention.
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Generation
Export available for more than 100 
types of machines  
With just one click, the file with all necessary 
information in order to move the machine is 
generated.
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Libreria

Modifica

Nesting



PRE INSULATED DUCTS

SHEET METAL DUCTS



CutExpert HVAC includes
Orders/Project management integrated with reports for estimates 
Extensive library of three-dimensional parts 
Management of longitudinal or transverse seams (such as: 
pittsburgh, crimping, snaplock, edge, riveted lap etc) 

Notching management 
Automatic filter during file import based on layer/colour 
Query functions on the drawing for profile checks 
Cutting technology archive on every part 
Optimization of automatic nesting to minimize scraps 
Combination of automatic nesting, along with manual nesting functions 
Nesting on partially completed sheets 
Optimization of automatic and manual cutting paths 
Collision check in parts handling 
Cutting technology management 
Management of trim, initial and final cuts 
Management of automatic and manual markings 
Marking with building tips (such as: letters for pairing, tilt angles, 
lines for folding)



Report management and configurable prints 

Possibility to assign the actual cutting times for the calculation of reports 
Management of automatic and manual micro-junctions 
Post-processor available for more than 100 types of machines 
Management of automatic and manual common cut 
Possibility to dynamically modify pieces after nesting execution 
Initial training (16 hours) 
Fly cut 
Internal scraps cutting 
Cut to plane limits with automatic deactivation of the tracks 
Multi-machine management (such as: cutting+insulation with only 
one output) 

Automatic update of cutting times 
Management of no-rain seams 
Management of Bill of Materials (allows to save a multiple 
configuration of the same part of the library, therefore user can 
save, for example, different diameter of the same shape). 



Video customer support* 
Updates for new versions* 

included   optional   *with support contract

ASPIRATION



CutExpert

ECP1000
Emaker

Revolution
Mosaico

Scan me

headquarter » Via Giovanni Caboto 1/3 Fucecchio FI Italy
phone » +39 0571 261919

mail » info@eurosoft.it
web » www.eurosoft.it
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